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User Onboarding Software
Category
User onboarding software helps you to improve user activation with a
robust onboarding experience. Your product is typically utilized in
various methods, whether it’s different use cases, or diverse ways of
accomplishing the same objectives. A user onboarding solution
permits you to adjust the onboarding experience based on the
persona of the user to enhance engagement. You can deliver a
personalized and dynamic experience, and let the user determine
their journey without restricting them to a single path.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated User Onboarding Software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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132
Total Customer References

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

Featured Testimonials
ABOUT INTERCOM

Since we started using Intercom to onboard users and send success messages,
we’ve seen our customer churn rate drop by 5 percentage points.
JAMES MACGREGOR
CHEIF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND CO-FOUNDER, BITEABLE

Intercom offers the world’s leading
business messaging platform that
delivers real time contextual
communications to drive growth at
every stage of the customer
lifecycle. Intercom is the first to
bring a real time messaging-first

Intercom allows us to ‘scale authenticity’ and foster a passionate community
of users. By A/B testing message format and content, we see open rates above
75% for all of our onboarding emails.
BEN JORDAN
VP OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, INVISION

experience to sales, marketing and
support teams and offers the only
business messenger that powers
more than chat. Its Messenger and
suite of customizable toolkits are
built on top of a platform that
creates brilliant and personal

We've had incredible user growth on both our free platform and paid
platforms. A big portion of that is the engagement driven through Intercom.
DAN TOUCHETTE
DIRECTOR OF MOBILE AND ENTERPRISE PRODUCT, BITLY

experiences for businesses and
customers. Intercom has over
30,000 customers and powers 500
million customer conversations
each month.

Intercom provides us with a tool to field any requests, spanning from support, marketing, sales,
and technical advising. We’d be hard-pressed to find a system that supports the needs of
multiple departments, and the multiple integrations allow us to serve our users at scale.
ASHLEY STAMPS-LAFONT
CUSTOMER SUCCESS PROGRAM MANAGER, UNITY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT PENDO

Pendo was founded in 2013 when

With Pendo we have been able to tailor the onboarding experience to walk users through features on our
site that are relevant to them, and will provide the most value in helping them maximize their experience on
our site. Since launching the onboarding guides we’ve doubled the number of investors signing-up for
additional features, and grown our returning monthly visitors by 70%.
AUSTIN TEAGUE
DIRECTOR OF GROWTH MARKETING, HARVEST

alumni from Rally, Google, Cisco,
and Red Hat combined their heads
and hearts to build something they
wanted but never had as product
managers - a simple way to
understand and attack what truly
drives product success. With
powerful analytics, in-application

One of the unique things Pendo allows us to do it to directly connect with the users so that they
know about the ability to increase usage without incurring additional expense. We’re looking at
seven times the visibility and five times the engagement rate compared to email by doing it in
the product. It’s almost unfair; there’s just no competition with having in-product messaging.
TRAVIS TURNEY
SENIOR DATA STRATEGIST, RAPID7

user feedback, and contextual
guidance designed to help
companies measure and elevate
the customer experience within
their applications, Pendo is on a
mission to improve society’s
experience with software.

Pendo’ing can mean a number of things. It could mean a solution for seamlessly onboarding
new users, directing designers to an upcoming webinar on new features they should know
about, or simply problem solving a way to present the right information to the right user.
PETE RICHARDSON
SENIOR PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGER, SPLASH

To us, Pendo’ing means solving user pain points around guidance tracking, experimentation, or
awareness. We also build analytics into every single user story that we write—so there's always
a component of tracking metrics we build in through Pendo.
VINAY SHUKLA
PRODUCT MANAGER, THOMSON REUTERS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT SKILLJAR

Skilljar’s award-winning customer

Skilljar enables our customers to easily go through onboarding at their own
pace. And allows us to deliver training in an easy-to-use and intuitive
environment.
DEAN ONISHI
TRAINING MANAGER, PROCORE

training platform enables you to
successfully onboard, engage, &
retain your customers & partners.
Their cloud learning management
system (LMS) makes it easy to
create courses, distribute to web &
mobile devices, and track results.

We've seen our customer satisfaction really increase. The journey from entering into our training portal through choosing
what content to purchase, purchasing that content and then ultimately completing the course - it is so much more
seamless now. We've been able to take so much of the effort out of that process and we hear that feedback from our
customers all the time - how easy it was for them to find what they needed, and take it immediately.
KAREN FARMER
ZENDESK

Skilljar helps you accelerate
product adoption, automate
onboarding workflows, reduce
support costs, and increase
long-term customer satisfaction.

Moving to Skilljar has really helped our customers, providing a single point of access
for all our great learning content. It’s easy to access, easy to consume, and easy to
manage; a learning experience rather than a simple course catalog.
CRAIG MORRISON
GLOBAL CUSTOMER LEARNING MANAGER, OSISOFT

The ability to segment our users and provision training using groups has been
game-changing. It allows our learners to only see the training options
available for the solutions they purchased.
ERYN BAUDO
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER, ZYWAVE

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT WALKME

The benefits we continue to see from WalkMe are tremendous: user
onboarding times have decreased dramatically, and user adoption of our
product is done independently and effortlessly.
NADIA BASIL
PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGER, LIVEINTENT

WalkMe™ is an interactive online
guidance and engagement
platform. WalkMe™ provides a
cloud-based service designed to
help professionals – customer
service managers, user experience
managers, training professionals,
SaaS providers, and sales

Our users tell us that ParentMail is much more user friendly, and that navigating the system is quick and painless. WalkMe
gave us a way to seamlessly transition our users to the new system, without the need for extensive customer support. We
were thrilled to see how quickly our users were learning and adopting the new features, and that led to a huge decrease in
support calls. Because of WalkMe, our users are more confident in navigating the system and completing tasks, which has
led to more satisfied parents and schools using ParentMail.
GEOFF JONES
MARKETING DIRECTOR, PARENTMAIL

managers – to guide and engage
prospects, customers, employees
and partners through any online
experience. WalkMe™ has
designed a platform that helps
businesses eliminate online
confusion, while at the same time
raise efficiency and reduce costs.

WalkMe reduced incoming support ticket requests, significantly heightened
user engagement, enabled faster onboarding process, and set the end user up
for success.
ADELE SANCHEZ
DIRECTOR OF TRAINING AND SUPPORT, REVINATE

WalkMe has helped eMoney scale and streamline user adoption and share critical messages
with target audiences. We were able to create customized courses that save time, eliminate
tedious work, and produce meaningful and strategic conversations, enabling our customers to
get the most out of our software, service, and support.
STEVE LEVIS
SVP, CLIENT ENGAGEMENT, EMONEY ADVISOR

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT WHATFIX

Whatfix is a game changing

Whatfix has helped me tremendously in my job! Its ease of use and implementation,
and the ability to customize the appearance of Whatfix have been very valuable for us.
Our customers use Whatfix self-sufficiently without needing to call our customer
service.
SCOTT MANDERY
TRAINING & CONTENT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, CORRIGO

Performance Support platform
that helps users achieve optimal
performance by providing them
quick and easy access to
contextual information needed at
the time a task is being performed.
With Whatfix, enterprises enable
their users to quickly adopt any

With Whatfix, end-users are using our platform independently faster. Whatfix
has given a broad reach to our training. The number of support calls and
emails on basic navigational questions has become virtually zero.
MARSHA BERGEN
QUALITY AND SUPPORT, PLANETHS

software application, thereby
eliminating the time spent in
referring multiple resources for
help and support.

BeerBoard was able to streamline the training and onboarding process for our SmartBar
platform with a step-by-step workflow for our users. By shortening the learning curve for our
users, Whatfix has helped our clients achieve the benefits of our SmartBar platform much
quicker.
SUNDAR RAVINDRAN
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, BEERBOARD

Whatfix has made it super simple for us to incorporate helpful visual walk-throughs into our
knowledge base content. Our users are able to get seamless self-service even on complex
features due to Whatfix's intuitive interface. Plus, it's a breeze for our team to create and
maintain our flows.
ABIGAIL ALBRIGHT
DIRECTOR EPM, MAXWELL HEALTH
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT APPCUES

We have been taking some time to build better onboarding experiences for our clients. This is
critical for us in growth. We recently discovered a tool called Appcues that can help accelerate
that process tremendously. Also, any tool that plugs into Segment gives us better insight and so
that's really important.
NANCY HENSLEY
CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER, IBM BELGIUM

Appcues makes it easy to deliver
exceptional user experiences at
scale, leading to happier customers
and accelerated business growth.
Using their Product-Led Growth
Platform, anybody can publish
beautiful and personalized
in-product experiences (tooltips,

Appcues is so powerful because it allows us to build our product marketing campaigns into a
user’s natural workflow. When they’re in our product and at a relevant time, the Appcues
message displays, which makes the user more likely to take action. With email, the user could
get distracted or be working on another priority and forget to take action.
JEFFREY VOCELL
PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGER, HUBSPOT

modals, etc.) in minutes, measure
the impact on key business results,
and know when and how to
intervene with a human
touchpoint.

We've found that users getting through the Appcues onboarding sequence
have higher median retention rates than those that just get our email
onboarding sequence.
MORGAN BROWN
CHIEF, INMAN NEWS

We added a new feature to our Social module that allows users to publish videos with captions to social
channels. We published an Appcues flow that prompted users to try it out. Since we have Google Analytics
tracking on every page in our application, we were able to see a spike in visits to the relevant page after we
launched the flow. We launched a similar flow about a month later and saw another spike.
KIRSTEN ROBINSON
SENIOR DIRECTOR, USER EXPERIENCE, BRIGHTCOVE
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT CHAMELEON

We love the variety of choices available in Chameleon. The flexibility of styles
and ability to select exactly the right element on the page make it really
powerful.
NOEL DEOMAMPO
PRODUCT MANAGER, AUDITBOARD

Chameleon is a platform for
software businesses to build better
user onboarding. As software eats
the world, many users get left
behind with new products,
features, interfaces, and designs.
Chameleon allows you to create
beautiful product guidance that

We increased usage of a particular feature by 10% by implementing
Chameleon where users most often drop off. The level of attention, support
and detail Chameleon provides is really helpful.
JASON ROSE
PRODUCT MANAGER, SKYSLOPE

helps, guides and delights your
users throughout their journey.
Build, manage and optimize your
product tours without writing code.
Great for onboarding new users,
feature announcements, and
reducing support.

I love Chameleon. It's crazy useful for surveying users in-app and showing
relevant announcements to the right cohorts. Saves so many hours of
engineering work!
AMANDA ZHU
CO-FOUNDER, PERFECT RECALL

We needed our users to opt-in and Chameleon made it super quick to
build and launch a consent modal right inside our product!
LAUREN DENAULT
VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS, SKUPOS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT TOONIMO

Using human voice and live graphics, Toonimo has made our online
self-service much more intuitive and simple while reducing our support load.
We’re very pleased with the results of our partnership.
MANDIE ALLIETTA
GROUPON

Toonimo offers a cloud based
platform that enables businesses
to showcase the key features of
their websites by acting as a
pathfinder to site visitors. Using
customized rich content and
natural language, website visitors

With Toonimo's onboarding solution Tonkean managed to reduce
support requests by 43%, easy solution with cost effective price.
SAGI ELIYAHU
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, TONKEAN

are intelligently guided by
delivering assistance at the right
time. This generates an increase in
website usability and depending
on the business objective can
effectively: encourage self-service,
increase conversion rates and

We have a great product, but it can be difficult to explain its unique advantages succinctly on
our site and differentiate ourselves versus our competitors. With Toonimo's help we have been
able to do this, and as a result have seen conversions increase by 30%.
SCOTT AXCELL
VP MARKETING, INSURANCE QUOTES

increase engagement with visitors
to your site. Driven by an
intelligent decision engine, the
platform helps fulfill the purpose
of a website – to better service
visitors.

With Toonimo, we are able to extend a unified customer experience to our
online visitors and have dramatically reduced customer support costs thanks
to the personalized web user guidance that the digital walkthroughs extend.
JOSE SALAZAR
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, JVL

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT USERIQ

UserIQ is an enormously effective tool for assisting, understanding and communicating with our customers. The biggest
benefit I get is being able to segment my users by almost any metric so that I can customize programs and campaigns for
more surgical precision. There are other companies that have similar products, but UserIQ has proved to be very nimble
and able to make changes and improvements at a much faster pace than others.
TIM THOMAS
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT & STRATEGY, CONTROLSCAN

UserIQ was founded in 2014 and is
led by the former CIO of TRX and a
former Microsoft Executive to help
SaaS companies transform the way
they engage with their customers.
UserIQ is a part of the Signature
program at ATDC, a startup

UserIQ has given us tremendous insight into how our users interact with the platform. The
ability to segment users by feature adoption has allowed us to create targeted campaigns via
multiple channels to educate and support our users. In addition, the ability for us to know how
engaged each user is with our platform allows us to be proactive in our user education.
RAY BABUL
GENERAL MANAGER, COLLEGEPLANNERPRO

technology business incubator for
early-stage startups, and is funded
by leading VC firms in Atlanta.

UserIQ has given us out-of-the-box insight into how users engage with our tool. Targeted
campaigns and surveys have helped us influence user behavior and collect feedback to improve
onboarding. Plus, an automated, flexible customer health score and dashboard has saved us
hours of manual work each month.
FIRAS M.
ONBOARDING & SUPPORT SERVICES MANAGER, INTELLIGENT HOSPITALITY

UserIQ is a versatile and robust product, with many features and ways to track key metrics,
support onboarding, and summarize the customer data our teams need to see. It’s been very
useful to both our product and customer success teams—but for different reasons. It feels like
we have only scratched the surface of what this product can do.
ETHAN G.
PRODUCT MANAGER, PAIRIN
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT USERLANE

Userlane is a tech company whose

With Userlane, users can be guided through the functionalities’ jungle and our
complete user guidance can be covered. That's a huge benefit and I would love
to have that in any software or tool.
KAY ACKERMANN
CO-FOUNDER & HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, HRLAB

mission is to close the knowledge
gap between humans and
machines by allowing anybody to
use any software application
without training. Userlane provides
a navigation system for software,
that steers people through

What's exciting is that in addition to using Userlane for the onboarding of our e-commerce
customers, we can find many different applications for the tool. As an example, we used feature
announcements, which were used to introduce the redesign of our Forto platform.
PRODUCT MANAGER
FORTO

processes in software applications.
The software is used to automate
user onboarding and employee
training.

The integration of Userlane gives our new customers access to the
functionality of our software more quickly and interactively, more so than with
simple text descriptions, and this, therefore, increases user engagement
significantly.
CORNELIUS SCHEFFEL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, AZUBI-NAVIGATOR

We learned over time how to leverage Userlane to its fullest potential. In
addition to the initial onboarding, Userlane now functions as a
communication tool and first-line of support.
IT MANAGER
THE LINDE GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT HELPPIER

Helppier is the easiest way to

Now, all our content can be shared internally, reviewed and updated in real-time, allowing our
customer care team to promptly access accurate information, confidently reduce response time
and increase guest satisfaction. With Helppier, we were able to reduce response time on 70% of
our daily interactions.
MANUEL QUINTELLA
RESERVATIONS SUPERVISOR, PESTANA HOTELS

create user guides and in-app
messages for the web. Improve the
way you communicate and assist
online users today. Without any

I started using Helppier and building a guided tour was super easy! It
even lets you create a tour from a Chrome Extension.

coding. Helppier is a complete UX
solution that promotes self-service

JORGE EDEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, VEEME MEDIA

while reducing costs with user
training and support.

Helppier team was selected to collaborate with Telia to provide a more
intuitive customer online journey. The team is dedicated and excellent to work
with.
KRISTI SAAREMENTS
INNOVATION, TELIA

At Axeptio we started using Helppier and we are very happy with the experience and the added
value. We have a large number of users and support questions and the implementation of the
guides and the product tour will save us a lot of time and help our users.
GUILLAUME DIEP
SALES MANAGER, AXEPTIO
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT UPSCOPE

The main reason we decided to use Upscope was because of the simplicity in connecting with a user's account and quickly
troubleshoot. We use it on occasion for training and guiding people through our app, but mostly have found the most
value out of getting visibility into what a customer is seeing on their end after they've reported an issue. So much easier and
more time efficient than trying to get them to send us screenshots.
RYAN REEVES
HEAD OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS, PODIUM

Upscope is the simplest screen
sharing solution for support staff
of web products. With integrations
with all major live chat providers,
Upscope allows you to quickly see
your users' screen and help them

As a platform based company, Upscope has been instrumental in allowing us to quickly and
effectively onboard new users. The ease of use and the lack of needing to download screen
sharing software has made it a tremendous addition to our sales and marketing stack.
BRYAN SMITH
CO-FOUNDER, LEON

navigate your app.

Upscope not only enhances our User Success team's capabilities with Intercom, but improves the experience for customers
using our platform. With Upscope, we're able to dive directly into the current experience of any platform user to easily
identify browser or hardware inconsistencies when troubleshooting. Additionally, the ability to educate a user on unfamiliar
functionality using the spotlight tool has been incredibly beneficial in saving time typically spent writing out lengthy
explanations, and instead enabled us to provide an immersive educational experience at a moment's notice.
ALEX CALVERT
DIRECTOR OF ACCOUNTS, NURSEGRID

The primary user is our onboarding team and our data shows that it cuts their calls down from 30 mins to
about 22 mins (27%), which is fantastic. This product allows us to help guide our customers through our
software while onboarding them. The fact that it is a no download software for the customer is great and
very frictionless. I recommend this product to anyone who is on a sales, support, or onboarding SaaS team.
CAINEN GERETY
SALES MANAGER, SQUARE
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ABOUT USERGUIDING

UserGuiding is the easiest onboarding tool among all the other options. Also,
their support team is collaborating with us to boost our onboarding efficiency.
EMRAH SAMDAN
THUNDRA

UserGuiding improves product
adoption rates through 'no coding
needed' interactive user
onboarding flows. With this simple
lightweight tool, just about anyone
can quickly create step-by-step
product walkthroughs on-screen.

We are using UserGuiding to guide users (internal and external) around our new platform,
provide them with help/guidance while they perform their daily tasks, train them and certify
them once they have completed certain guides and hands-on experiences.
STEVEN FRIEDMAN
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, RAM

UserGuiding comes with great
analytics as well to track the
performance of walkthroughs,
tours, tutorial popups, and more to
help create personalized
experiences.

It is very intuitive and easy to work with. The attributes and segments work so
good and easy to setup. The Chrome extension is also easy to install and use.
Very intuitive tool and excellent customer support!
TORBEN STIGAARD
PLANDISC

UserGuiding is a very good solution and through its Chrome extension
implementation, we’ve found it very easy and great to visualize the user
journey and implement checklists throughout the stages of our platform.
CHRIS GALE
CO-FOUNDER, VIEWORKS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT USERPILOT

Userpilot helps product and

The software is very carefully designed and the UX is easy to use. Installation
was also quite simple. User onboarding is extremely important to us as it
affects our conversion rates directly.
JOSHUA WALDMAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BILLY INC.

customer success teams increase
user adoption through
behavior-driven product
experiences. Code-free. It is perfect
for the first-run experience for new
sign-ups - push for meaningful
actions and ensure they

We chose Userpilot because it offered the most bang for your buck. With the help of Userpilot's driven actions, we created a
seamless experience directly engrained with SciNote, which provides our users the ability to master it quickly and most
importantly easily. But what we really love is the attention and support we receive from them. Their team strives to help us
succeed in educating our users and are always there for us if we hit any snags on the road.
MATJAZ MUHIC
UX DESIGNER, SCINOTE

understand the value of your
product and pave the way to that
Aha! moment. Increase activation
and stimulate feature discovery
among users as your product
evolves.

We’ve been using Userpilot in our demo version to improve the onboarding user
experience. There was great feedback from our users concerning our guided tours. I
love the UI and Customer Support of Userpilot and would recommend it any day.
TROI

It's a very intuitive and fun to use platform. Provided all the tools that we needed to improve our
users' adoption. We've had great feedback from our costumers. We were able to make a very
significant leap in the adoption of the new functionalities with the customers, making a process
that was slow and boring, into something fun and fast to implement.
MIGUEL ESPÍRITO SANTO
PRODUCT MANAGER, GO-CONTACT
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